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SECTION

-

A
(6x0,5=3)

1. One word answer:

clause is used to sort the data in ascending or

a) The SQL

descending order, based on one or more columns.
b) Which operator is used to search for the presence ot a row in a specified
table that meets a certain criterion ?.

c) lndexes should not be used on columns that contain a high number of
valueS.
is a set of SQL statements stored in the database catalog.

d)A
e) The part

{)

of the query lollowing WHERE is usually called

ADO stands lot
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Write short notes on any five ot the following questions

2. What

:

(5x&10)

do you mean by currency in visual basic ?

and caption property ol a fom.
./37 Ditlerentiate name
Jy'. whai is record set ?

-,4

What are the ditferent events related to mouss ?

6. What

is explicit and implicit declaration ?
P.T.O.
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What are scalar SOL functions ?

8. Ditferentiate name and caption property ot a form.

",9

Explain System Controls and Timer Control.
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Write short notes on any thrce o, the tollowing questions

,40. Write the
1

l.

rules lor naming variables in visual basic'

What is select case ? Write its syntax.

JZ wile a note on error handling in visual basic.
1r. Write a VB program to lind the sum of N numbers.
14. Write a program ln VB to design a LOGIN window.
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Write short notes on any two of the lollowlng questions

j,6 .

Explain {ive controls and its attributes and events.

wl6. Discuss types ot ioins in SQL
17. Explain the connection between ADO and database using a program.
18. Discuss any two sub queries in SQL with exemples

